UBS Burns Bulletins In Protest

Procrastination Charged

By PAMELA AMLONG

United Black Students — angered because black-oriented courses were not included in the 1969-70 UM Bulletin — staged a book burning demonstration Friday night on the patio.

More than 100 students, including UBS members and white sympathizers, tore clumps of pages from the newly released bulletin and threw them into a burning trash receptacle. They accented the anger prompting their action with chants of "Ab, B.P., um gowa, Black Power," and "Let the fire ignite the cause."

Harold Long, UBS president, read a letter this organization had written to the administration Oct. 23 concerning the charges of "procrastination" and the possibility of reprinting the Bulletin to include the courses.

Dr. William R. Butler, vice-president for Student Affairs, said yesterday that at an October 3 breakfast with administrative heads and UBS members "a number of questions that UBS had raised earlier were discussed and all questions were answered."

Butler said that he had agreed at the breakfast to work with Chester A. Byrd, Associate Director of Whitt Student Union, in drawing up a written report of that meeting.

"There is no attempt at procrastination," Butler said. "The written report was only to include what was verbalized at the meeting."

"They will get that report."

Long's letter to the administration cited "promises" that were made last year following a UBS protest which guaranteed the incorporation of black-oriented courses into the 1969-70

Continued on page 2

THAT BLACK-ORIENTED courses were not included in the 1969-70 Bulletin.

The letter asked for a written response from the administration by Oct. 23 concerning the charges of "procrastination" and the possibility of reprinting the Bulletin to include the courses.

UM Trustee Convicted

A prominent UM Board of Trustees member was convicted Friday in a New York Federal Court of "willfully" violating stock registration laws.

Max Orovitz faces a possible two-year prison term or up to a $10,000 fine.

Orovitz' UM activities include Trustees Investments Committee, Medical School Committee, Assignments Committee, and chairman-ship of the Executive Committee.

Federal Judge Marvin Frankel ruled Orovitz had sold $250,000 worth of General Development Corp. stock "willfully" failing to notify the Securities and Exchange Commission as required by law.

Sophomore Arrested

Arrested after上班 from a banana tree dressed only in underwear, an 18-year-old UM sophomore was charged with resisting arrest and indecent exposure Friday night, police said.

The student, Alan Saltzman, was subdued by three Coral Gables policemen and was rushed to Jackson Memorial Hospital where he was treated for cuts and bruises.

Saltzman fell by one of the police dogs and was bitten by it.

Police said they were sum-

moned to the 1525 Matave address after neighbors complained and found the student climbing the banana tree. As they tried to arrest him, Saltzman jumped.

From the scene of the incident Saltzman was taken to the Gables police station and then to the U.S. Border Patrol where he was re-fused to be given his first aid, police said.

He is now in Coral Gables City Jail pending the posting of $1,000 bond. He was also charged with drunkenness and vagrancy.

Panhellicen Pulls Out Of Derby Day

Ads, Events Objectionable

By LINDA KLEINENSTEN

Panhellicen voted to withdraw from Sigma Chi Derby Day Thursday night after over an hour of deliberation in an emergency meeting.

Linda Bogan, president of Panhellicen Council, stated, "There has not been enough communication between Panhellicen and Sigma Chi concerning Derby Day. Some of the events were objectionable and some of the ads in the Derby Day booklet were objectionable."

She continued, saying, "We've decided to withdraw this semester in order to evaluate Derby Day for future years."

Among the objectionable events was the bamboo pole race, which requires four girls, two on each end facing each other, to straddle a bamboo pole and run down the field.

Another of the events which Panhellicen requested Sigma Chi to modify was the egg roll, which requires a girl to push an egg along the ground with her nose.

In one event the girls were required to squirt a chicken with a squirt gun and then to chase it over the finish line.

Panhellicen felt that since there had been trouble with the Humane Society in the past, it would be in the best interest of all if the chickens either weren't used or the event was changed so that the girls would need to have the chickens.

Continued on page 2

Sigma Chi Derby Day Came Off

Despite Panhellicen's Withdrawal

---Photo by GREG SHAPLEY
At Editor's Conference

College Press Born

By ROBERTO FABRICIO
GAINESVILLE — The editors of Florida's five largest college newspapers met here over the weekend and organized the Florida College Press Association. After agreeing that the main purpose of the organization should be to further the freedom of the collegiate press in Florida, the editors agreed to start an inter-campus news wire service and to keep the different universities in closer contact with each other.

Present were the editors of the Florida Alligator, which was hosting the meeting; the Florida State Flambé; the South Florida Oracle; the Florida State Sun and the Miami Hurricane.

Miami is the only university not a part of the state university system, and thus the only private institution member at this time.

A novel inter-campus wire is in the planning stage for the immediate future; until the wire is installed editors agreed to keep in close contact through telegrams and phone calls for any incident of inter-campus interest.

Harold Alldrich, the host editor of the Alligator said Florida colleges were long ago due for this organization at this time of fast-moving events.

Mario Garcia, editor of the Oracle, said the FCPA should strengthen the ties between the different student populations and increase awareness of common problems.

Panhellenic Withdraws

Continued from page 1

Whitten Award

The new officers chosen this year by the convention are Milt Morrison, chairman, from the University of South Florida, and Rita Poetter, vice chairman, from the University of Georgia.

Continued from page 1

“The Whitten Award is presented to the student in Region VI selected for his or her outstanding contribution to their union and the principals fostered by college unions in general.”

Sharyn L. Sudthh, a UM junior and Region VI chairman, gave the opening banquet.

Tom Canterbury and Bart Sacher from the University of Alabama felt the UM did a marvellous job in setting up entertainment and planning. However, they were disappointed by the apathy they witnessed among the delegation.

“We came down to work and found that nobody wanted to, so we got drunk like everybody else.”

Canterbury said, “There is no difference in our union and yours is ours is run by students and Miami’s is run by the administration, and staff, from my understanding.”

Black Course Sought

Continued from page 1

in public education, public accommodations, schools, housing, and voting.

The second section is based on Negro politics in the U.S. It deals with the Negro's political leadership, both in the North and the South, and the assessment of the impact of Negro voting on the major parties and the reaction of government to Negro demands. The second section ends with the future of Negro politics in America.

The final segment of the course centers on problems and prospects of the Negro movement. This section is divided into four parts. The civil rights movement is the main theme with one part devoted to Black Power and what can be done in the future.

U.S. CONGRESSMAN DANTE FASCCELL ON CAMPUS TODAY

3 P.M. STUDENT UNION PATIO
OPEN PRESS CONFERENCE

STEVEN NAGIN OF THE HURRICANE AND OTHER REPORTERS WILL QUESTION SOUTH FLORIDA REPRESENTATIVE DANTE FASCCELL, WHO IS RUNNING FOR RE-ELECTION ON NOV. 5

Congressman Fascell will speak on politics and a quality environment at 3:40 P.M. — Science Bldg. Lect. Rm. 145

Andre at 4:15 P.M. Brockway Hall on Campaign '68 Seminar

Questions will be welcome and will include a discussion on the international debate question.
Is SDS Good For UM?

By GINA GOLDMAN
Hurricane Reporter

Question of the Week: Do you think that the SDS is beneficial to the University of Miami campus?

Bob Levitan, a 19-year-old sophomore, doesn't think the student body can accomplish anything through SDS because, "there is a lack of true conviction for the ideals of democracy. Also, they're constantly contradicting themselves."

Gloria Oliver Rish, also a sophomore, vehemently disagrees; "After seeing the turnout at the LeMay demonstration, I think we have tremendous potential. The success of the SDS will depend upon the amount of cooperation by the students."

"I certainly do," said Steven Scharf, a 20-year-old junior here at the University. "It seems that attempts to achieve anything through acceptable channels always prove abortive. The presence of SDS on campus will encourage things to be done more efficiently."

"The presence of SDS should tend to motivate the generally lackadaisical students here and inspire as many as possible to become involved."

"I don't know too much about its activities, but I feel that it is beneficial in that it expresses a democratic viewpoint, the choice of the students, how they feel," said Betsy Smith, a junior.

Abe Kalichman doesn't think that protest does that much good. "I think that SDS needs more prominent people to make it work. Right now there is a lack of organization."

Joan Aluisy, a sophomore, feels that SDS is detrimental. "They're trying to destroy the school and the system, rather than working within the system to improve it."

"SDS could be effective if it would concentrate on doing good things rather than wasting time on irrelevant projects that are impossible to accomplish," said Don Resnick, a 22-year-old graduate student who attended the University of Michigan.

Jackie Hawkins feels that SDS is definitely a good thing. "Universities today should consist of more than football games. They are to prepare people to succeed in the world. Problems on campus are like problems in government on a smaller scale."
Letters To The Editor

Editor's Action Supported

To The Editor:

As the representative of the student body on the Board of Publications at any time regardless of his designation of the Miami Herald, I am writing to express my concern over the current situation on campus. I feel obligated to speak out on the issue that has become a matter of national concern.

One of the most pressing issues facing our society today is the nuclear arms race. The United States and the Soviet Union are engaged in a costly and dangerous arms race that threatens the stability of the world.

The United States has the largest nuclear arsenal in the world, and it is constantly striving to maintain and develop its nuclear capability. The Soviet Union, on the other hand, is also increasing its nuclear arsenal and is developing new and more sophisticated nuclear weapons.

This arms race is not only expensive, but it also diverts resources from more pressing needs such as education, health care, and social welfare.

I urge all students to speak out against this arms race and to support initiatives that promote peace and cooperation between nations.

Dennis A. Richard
Past President, USG

No Room For Dispute

To the Editor:

In reply to the letter (October 22) of Mohamed El-Mustapha and other international students, I must express my disagreement with their statements.

The Arab-Israeli conflict is a complex and multi-dimensional issue that cannot be reduced to simple binary conflicts. It is not a matter of good versus evil, but rather a matter of competing interests and aspirations.

As someone who has lived through the conflict, I can say that it is not easy to make sense of it. There are many factors at play, including historical, cultural, and political dynamics.

I believe that a solution to the conflict requires a comprehensive and inclusive approach that takes into account the interests and aspirations of all parties involved.

Bob Fabrelio

Endorsement

In the last issue of the Miami Herald, I endorsed the candidacy of Bob Fabrelio for the position of President of the Student Body. I believe that he is the right person for the job and that he possesses the qualities and skills necessary to lead our student body.

Bob has a strong record of service to the campus community, and he has demonstrated a commitment to representing the interests of all students. I am confident that he will work hard to ensure that the needs of all students are met.

I urge all students to support Bob Fabrelio in his campaign and to participate actively in the election process.

Bruce O'Boyle
By RICK WALLACH  
Harvard College  
I know that I've been rather harsh on our poor excuse for a college radio station, WVUM. I've described it as a "horsing around," a "narcophiliac," an "anarchonism," and numerous other detrimental epithets and heaped upon Bob Mann's catastrophic burden. Yet I always held out a ray of hope for a relative maturation of the station's taste. After being warped with months of musical trivia, swimming the polluted waters of Harper Valley Sewage systems and sugared odes to sentimentalism, I've actually grown up altogether. Nothing short of a total revision of format and staff can salvage our thus far ill-fated broadcasting venture.  
As far as the excuses, as innumerable as the puerile songs we've heard on the air, let me say this. If Bob Mann thinks that a college radio station has to cater to the infantile, the unacclimated, the ignorant, and the self-conceited to date, let him go to the Georgetown University station, WGBI. WGBI's 11 PM-1:30 AM "Night Flight" is a beautiful that WVUM should play to please its clientele. It was privileged to stay at Georgetown last week, for a day or two. Every night I was deluged with fantastic sounds: DJs kept a steady stream of Country Joe, Jefferson Airplane, Cream, Traffic and so ad infinitum playing mu- stingly from the speakers. To the Georgetown crowd, pimple neck is the Buffalo Springfield, as a friend com- mented.  
As I write this column, I am slightly near hysteria when I contemplate returning to UM and hearing the squawks of WVUM. Unlike the mass appeasement policy our administration has followed, WGBI aims at the folks who really appreciate decent music, and shows the others.

**Foreign Students Need Equal Voice**

To the Editor: Two years ago, I witnessed a joint effort by a group of international students to form the so-called "International Students' Council." After all necessary constitutional writing and debating was done the group decided that it did not need the Council.  

What most of us do not realize is the necessity for such a council. International student organizations DO exist on this campus and the trend among the international students is to form organizations and clubs that bind them together according to their national origin. This is in many cases, a reason for the grouping, and the lack of inter-organizational activities existing among international students is another.  

Another reason for the council stems from the problem of being students who are aliens to this country, this city, and this university. This is the reason why they have an International Student Advisor!  

One may ask: why do you need a council if most international students are transient students? Well, the answer is as follows: aren't most students transient; as a matter of fact, the international student tends to remain at one university, and completes his college education, while the native American student would probably try a few campuses before he decides to remain at one. Let us not forget the nature of this university: this is an international student private independent institution.  

Some groups of students have termed COISO as being a political movement aiming for one of the USG Council seats. First, I would like to say that COISO does not anticipate having a Council seat this semester. The reason: behind the Council seat is that international student organizations as a whole have the right to one of the USG Council seats, just as RFC, MRA, AW3 and Pan Hellenic.  

The Federation of Cuban Students has refused to join COISO, and honestly, I cannot give an explanation to the Federation's attitude towards COISO lately was a bit confusing. On one hand, I have some interest, but we also felt a lot of reservation and plenty of re- sentment. Maybe it seems that the Federation is a self-centered group afraid of associating with any group but its own that is keeping them away from COISO to cooperate. On the other hand, there are two reasons for the clearance up is the OAS resolution. It has been made clear at various times that COISO does not intend to have part in any political activities and issues includ- ing campus politics. A council of students could hardly be compared to a group of political rivals negotiating peace terms.  

On the other hand, it is extremely difficult to orga- nize a group representing international students according to their geographical origin as the suggests. That idea is just not practic- al. We sought to start some- where and personally I think the COISO of today is our best bet.
HURRICANE Eye

Philosophy Lecture
Dr. H. D. Lewis, distinguished scholar, educator and author who is currently visiting professor of philosophy at UM, will give the second of a series of six lectures on "Persons and God," Wednesday, October 30, in LC 190 at 8:15 p.m.

Violin Recital
Sara Dines, instructor of violin at the Preparatory Division of the UM School of Music, will give a free violin recital Tuesday, November 7, in Beaumont Lecture Hall at 8:30 p.m.

Evaluation Committee
Applications for the FACULTY Evaluation Committee are now being given out in the USG office Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 2-2:50 p.m. Miss Brenda Blum, Secretary of Academic Affairs, stresses that only those sincerely interested in working need apply.

Symphony Orchestra
The second in a series of four concerts by the UM Symphony Orchestra, Frederick Fennell conducting, will be given Wednesday, October 20 in Nancy Greene Symphony Rehearsal Hall at 8:30 p.m.

The Symphony Wind Ensemble will perform Wednesday, November 6, in the Lower Lounge of the Whitten Memorial Student Union at 8:30. No tickets are required.

Israel Course
A special 10-week course entitled "Modern Israel: Can It Survive?" will be offered by the UM's Division of Continuing Education on Wednesday evenings, 8-10, beginning October 30. Tuition is $30. For further information call 284-3933.

Peace Corps
Representatives of the Peace Corps will be on the UM campus Friday, October 23 thru Monday, November 1, taking to interested students and distributing literature and applications. Arrangements to take the placement test can be made.

USG
Office hours in the USG office for the four freshman representatives are as follows:

Irene Trienfetti, Monday 3-5 p.m., Tuesday 12-3 p.m. Thursday 3-4 p.m. and Friday 2-4 p.m.

Bill Councill, Monday, Wednesday and Friday 3-4 p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday 3-4 p.m.

Barry Taylor, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 3:30-5 p.m. Tuesday 9:30-11 a.m. and Tuesday 9:30-11:30 a.m. and Tuesday and Thursday 3:30-5 p.m.

Voter Information
On October 31 and November 1, Miami's WLBW-TV Channel 10 will conduct, in cooperation with the Diocese League of Women Voters, a voter information service called "Operation Voter Service." Citizens may call 358-1113 for information regarding the upcoming elections.

Miss Miami Beach
Young ladies may obtain applications for the "Miss Miami Beach 1969" contest at the Special Events office, 1700 Washington Avenue, Miami Beach. Girls between 18 and 25 years of age, who have never been married and who live, work or attend school anywhere in Dade County are eligible.

Bulletin Board
The USG bulletin board has been placed on the east side of the Student Union breezeway. The bulletin board will be used to further a spirit of cooperation between the USG and the student body.

Love Gallery
The Lowe Art Museum will exhibit recent works by art department faculty members and a display of the fall collection of the Beaux Arts rental and sales gallery from Friday, November 6, through Sunday, December 1. The museum is open to the public without charge.

Recital
Twenty students in the Preparatory Division of the UM School of Music will be heard in a recital Sunday, November 3, in the Nancy Greene Rehearsal Hall Admission is free and the public is invited.

Chess Club
The First Open Chess Championship will be sponsored by the USG Chess Club on Wednesday, October 30, at 7:00 p.m. in the Whitten Union.

There will be no admission charge and prizes will be awarded to the top players. Everyone is cordially invited to participate.

Ignorant Thievery
DECATUR, Ill. — (AP) — A sign on the safe at Larned Auto Refinishing, Inc., warns would-be safecrackers that it isn't locked.

That information was overlooked by one safecracker who attacked the safe from the back with a cutting torch.

Eventually he discovered that the safe wasn't locked. When he opened it, he found out why. Inside were papers, 27 cents and a few postage stamps.

"The purpose of this portion of the documentary," says Richard Stokes, whose brainchild the project is, "is not to scare anyone, but simply to illustrate the nature of the broadcast which terrified so many people."

"Besides, it would take more than an Ignorant Thievery to wake up the UM student body."

The Wells' script was adapted by Bruce Apap and directed by Craig Reinertson.


The technical effects were recorded by WVUM engineer, Ron Schiller, after many long nights of trying to find the exact mood to create.

The second part of the program will consist of an interview with professors from the Philosophy, Sociology, and Mass Communications Departments, trying to determine the extent and causes of the 1938 panic and the ability of American society to face such incredible circumstances, Stokes said.

Martians Invade WVUM

By JOHN S. EMII JR.
Hurricane Contributor

The Martian invasion of earth will begin at 8:00 p.m., Wednesday, October 30, when the first Martian spacecraft will land on Miami Beach.

At that time, the WVUM News Department will present a remnant of the 1938 radio broadcast of the Orson Welles' production, "The War of the Worlds" — only adapted to the local Miami area of 1968.

The broadcast is part of a documentary on the panic caused by the 1938 production, due to the realistic format ("we interrupt this program 'o bring you a special news bulletin . . . ") and the use of actual names ("Trenton, New Jersey, has just been destroyed . . . ") over one million persons thought they were listening to an actual news broadcast from the northeastern U.S.

In the panic that followed, several persons were killed and roads were jammed for hours with people trying to escape from the areas of the reported Martian landings.

At WVUM, however, that is not the intention of the production.

"The purpose of this portion of the documentary," says Richard Stokes, whose brainchild the project is, "is not to scare anyone, but simply to illustrate the nature of the broadcast which terrified so many people."

"Besides, it would take more than an Ignorant Thievery to wake up the UM student body."

The Wells' script was adapted by Bruce Apap and directed by Craig Reinertson.


The technical effects were recorded by WVUM engineer, Ron Schiller, after many long nights of trying to find the exact mood to create.

The second part of the program will consist of an interview with professors from the Philosophy, Sociology, and Mass Communications Departments, trying to determine the extent and causes of the 1938 panic and the ability of American society to face such incredible circumstances, Stokes said.

When you start knocking on doors try ours first.

You'll find the type of company and job you've been preparing for: A company in the forefront of advancing technology . . . with diversified capabilities . . . and a healthy mix of commercial and government business.

You'll be able to choose a creative career in fields such as underwater acoustics; radar; communications; space systems or computer technology.

Come and talk to us on :

NOV. 18

Openings for:

BS, MS, and PhD Candidates in

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS

For work in:

RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT
DESIGN
MANUFACTURING
VALUE ENGINEERING
FIELD ENGINEERING
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING WRITING

Sign up for interviews through your Placement Office, or write Manager of College Relations, Raytheon Company, 141 Spring Street, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Homecoming Contest
Has 100 Applicants

A last-minute flood of applications Friday afternoon brought the total number of girls entered in the 1968 Homecoming Queen’s compe-
tition to more than one hundred.

Among Friday’s applications, which included several winners of national beauty competitions, was one outstanding female with measurements listed at 68-34-36.

This huge chick, a first in UMI Homecoming annals, was the 140-pound girl friend of Sebastian the Ibis, listing her home as the Florida Everglades. Gertrude looks forward to her chances in the competition due to her frequent appearances in the Orange Bowl.

The opportunity for students to vote for the queen adds a long-forgotten twist to the competition, while the Judy Bib entered by USO as a candidate in the freshman attandant division adds a colorful dash of flavor to the traditional honor.

The 1968 queen and her court will grace the nation’s TV screens in a halftime appearance in the Orange Bowl November 16 and will reign over the week’s events, including a $500 float in the parade.

YAF Ignores
SDS Boycott

Alan MacKay, National Chairman of Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) has urged students to ignore the Students for a Democratic Society November 5 election boycott.

Mackay urges all students of voting age to vote for the candidates of their choice, nationally and in local contests.

“These students under voting age should work the precincts and perform other tasks on November 5 to aid the candidates of their choice,” he said.

MacKay believes SDS strives to substitute violent upheaval for progress and problem-solving.

He urges students across the nation to ignore the SDS boycott of the November 5 elections, and to practice "participatory democracy," he said.

When you come on in a Van Heusen shirt...
the rest come off like a bunch of stiffs.

XEROX COPIES

FACULTY
(with I.D. ONLY)

10c each
4c each
2c each

1-10 COPIES
11-50 COPIES
51-100 COPIES

WHILE YOU WAIT SERVICE
100 COPIES IN 2 1/2 MINUTES!

UNDER WATER
UNLIMITED

216 Palermo, Coral Gables
Phone 443-8273

DIVING EQUIPMENT

Rentals Maintenance
Beautiful 3/16" Nylon lined
CUSTOM WET SUITS
Any type of Jacket or suit you like

SCHOOL CLOTHES
FROM DADELAND
SCORE HIGH-FASHION MARKS

Van Heusen
417

New from Van Heusen... the scent of adventure...
Passport 350... the first to last and last and last!

Friends! Seniors! Sheepskin sheathers! Send an ear to a rewarding career in menwear marketing, merchandising, engineer-
ing at Van Heusen! For full information, send your name and address to: College Grad Department, The Van Heusen Company, 417 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10016.
Mud Flies Fast At Derby Day

Smiling Winner Of Queen’s Contest
... Beth Nubesky of 1968 Dorm

Photo’s by
Greg Shapley

Mud Spattered Sigma Chi Smiles
... a familiar Derby Day sight

Girls Search Mud For Pennies
... a sticky situation

Brothers Urge Contestants On To Victory
... it’s a close race of leapfrog
Student Now Gables Police Sergeant

By BRUCE RUBIN
Hurricane News Editor

"Signal 317, Signal 317, South Dixie and South Alhambra." Almost before the dispatcher's staccato voice ended, Sergeant Lewis Mertz of the Coral Gables Police Department snapped on the revolving blue light of the cruiser and hit the siren button.

With the flashing light and wailing siren he weaved his way through traffic and reached the scene about six minutes after the call had gone out.

Already there were two other police cars, and a rescue truck. A good-sized crowd had formed on the sidewalk.

Sprawled out on the ground, with a small pool of blood near his right hip, was a long-haired boy. About 13 feet away was his battered motorcycle.

The rescue men tried to undo his pants to check for any bleeding, but the boy was fighting. In addition, he refused to go to the hospital or even acknowledge that he had been in an accident.

After a quick conference, Mertz ordered the boy placed under arrest in order that he could be taken to a hospital for proper treatment. From the boy's actions, most of the officers felt that he was under the influence of some type of dangerous drug, rather than in shock.

Mertz, who must make any major decision out in the "field," is a UM graduate. Although he's been with the Gables Police for eight years, he attended UM part-time and graduated in 1966 with a major in Mass Communications.

As he re-entered his car, another "317," or had accident occurred in a different

KENSINGTON MARKET

They assembled in Toronto, the five best rock-men in Canada...recorded in Manhattan, in a prestigious series of sessions...proving the cream of Canada to be a very healthy brew.

A beauty parlor you can take back to school.

In many ways the Norelco Beauty Sachet is just like a beauty parlor.

It *shaves* your legs and underarms. It *shaves* your scalp and muscles. It *satisfies* your scalp and muscles.

But in another way, it's more than a beauty parlor. It is a beauty parlor, a beauty parlor that has two shaving edges. One for legs, and one for underarms. It also has a 110/220 volt voltage selector for easy travel use.

And it's not at all expensive. Even if it shaves like it is.

"Look of Love" Diamonds from Mayor's

"Luna" Diamonds from $100 to $1000 depending on size and quality.

See the magnificent Mayor's collection of sweeping high-rise solitaries for the bride-to-be who wants the finest with the young, contemporary look.

Charge Account Invited

Mayor's
Jewelers & Silversmiths Since 1910

• Dadeland Shopping Center

Season Opens At Ring With ‘Carnival’

By SHARA PAVLON
Hurricane Staff Writer

THE Ring Theatre opened last week with its rendition of the Broadway production “Carnival,” based on the book by Michael Stuart with music and lyrics composed by Bob Merrill.

Staged by Robert J. Lowrey, the play, while an entertaining evening for this writer, lacked much in continuity and unity of spirit in several acts.

A huge abyss is left unbridged between the first and second acts.

Members of the audience await breathlessly the reappearance of star Sheila Barash with her Marco the Magnificent (played like a true Roman by Larry Goldman).

They are left bewildered when, as the lights are dimmed, she is found back with puppeteers Paul Joel Parks and Joquant (Michael Knight).

Miss Barash appeared perfect for the part of Lily, a young innocent, and her acting was more than believable.

All too often, though, her singing failed to come across.

Perhaps with a little more facial expression and using these musical numbers this lack might have been less noticeable.

Parks and Knight, however, were the true highlights of the show as two sensitive young men salvaging their lives through a puppet booth.

Paul (portrayed by Parks) combined just enough of the bitter yet tender and ambivalent personality as to be found in real life.

Joquant (Knight) provided true inspiration for the rest of the cast. This was especially so in the musical number “Grand Imperial Cirque de Paris.”

The chorus lacked the impetus carnival people are known to have. The opening found them practicing for a drill team rather than in a grand March. Joquant proved to be their vehicle of spirit.

Elaine Rabinik provided just enough comic relief as Rosaire, the mistress of Marco the Magnificent, Larry Goldman, while she nagged and conspired her way into the hearts of the audience.

Marco’s ideals of “A Smile A Rose and A Cape” had the possibilities of another Don Quixote, but he failed to attain enough seriousness of purpose and instead foofed his way through the scenes.

The Ring Theatre is running through Saturday.

The Ring Presents ‘Carnival’ Through Nov. 2... with Mike Knight and Joel Parks (L to R)

Do-It-Yourself Classifieds

To order classifieds, use the form below. Mail it with remittance to: Danni Mangold, Classified Manager, Miami Hurricane, P.O. Box 6107, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida 33124.

CLASSIFIED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Charter Jet to New York: $75 round trip, leaves Dec. 22—returns Jan. 5. For reservations call Lou 4108 or John 2918.

PERSONALS

Free Catalog, 140 pl. earring, $50.00 style, $25-50.00. Send $1 for postage, refundable in full on first order. Dinan, Roselle, Bui 531, Miami.

P.O.T.C.—Hickey, Dickie Dock the spider run up the clock.

PERIODICALS

BRENDA—Sings will be here 2 days: anything else. Bruce

TYPING

Brenda—Sings will be here 2 days: anything else. Bruce

Bruce—Ship Away, Brenda.

Dear Zelda, thank you for breakfast, your love, my happiness, always your, Irving.

If you are a busman, please . . . Jay S.

Ben & Bo, swimming from a free S.M.O.H.J.-16, SD & MR

Dig it Penguin, Batman, Robin & Batwoman are all wrecked. SD & MR

THREE PAPERS TYPED CORRECTLY

—IBM—Prompt experienced service Mrs. Goodman 444-1291

Clair’s Steaks: Class lecture, research notes, term papers, manuscripts, resumes, applications forms. Preliminary thesis drafts only. TYPING—Stenotypos 220 Miracle Milks, Rom. 203—H 3-5585.


Dial The Letters "A" — Flowers — on your phone; The greatest, easiest way to order flowers.

1957 Honda 160 C.C. 3,000 miles.


Honda, BSAs, Triumphs, BMWs. We buy, sell and trade cars and cycles. Rebuilt and finance plans available. Free instruction, free delivery. Yasa Honda. 3112 NW. 36th St. 633-1451 — Open till 9.

Bob Wyne Opticians. Student styles and prices. 2724 Ponce de Leon, Htl 3-7512.
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Bob Wyne Opticians. Student styles and prices. 2724 Ponce de Leon, Htl 3-7512.
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Auburn Celebrates Homecoming Victory
As Miami Falls To Jinx Of Cliff Hare

Deductions At Auburn

Deductions from Auburn,
Alabama: Miami’s Best runner isn’t starting.
Reason: Bobby Best in the Auburn game and every other game has been the ‘Canes biggest weapon.

Charlie Tate thinks he’s in Canada.

Reason: In Canadian football there are only three downs and Tate punted on third down three times.

Alabama automobiles are made with Wallace for President stickers already on them.

Reason: Not that many people could be so stupid.

The sports editor is a jinx.

Reason: He has gone on three road trips with the team. (Blue Bonnet Bowl, Southern Cal, Auburn), and they happen to be our last three losses.

Coeds Win Volleyball By Forfeits

By JANE HERSHMAN
Hurricane Sports Writer

Hayes Angels, Teaberries and Gamma Sigmas have pulled into the lead in the Monday night volleyball league. Its interesting to note that of the three teams 50% of the games have been won on forfeits.

The spirit of the entire University going to homes is exemplified in Hayer Angeis. The girls seem to carry the torch of the house as they have not won any games and lost none. Hayes Angels is the only team that has played all six games they have won.

Gamma Sig has moved into that tie by way of forfeits. They have yet to play a game, yet their record shows them to be 6-0. Teaberries won three of that past week by default. With three wins the week before their record also reads 6-0.

Apartment 24 is just behind the other three. Their record is 5-1. Again, their record is not necessarily indicative of their ability as they received a by this week.

Bowling starts November 2 Saturday mornings at 10 there will be competition. Pocket Billiards is coming up. There are three divisions so that everyone has an equal chance. Contact the Intramural office Ex. 3253 with any questions.

The Stretcher Olympics Of Black American Dignity

By DAN VERED

Auburn’s Cliff Hare Stadium
... where ranked teams fall into oblivion

Well, another Olympic Games are over and we now have four years to evaluate them before the next Games take place in Munich, Germany, 1972.

From the standpoint of organization many say the Mexico Games were the most organized ever and everything ran according to schedule.

For the U.S. it was the most fruitful of all Olympica. The Americans not only won more gold medals than any other nation in the world but surpassed their own previous mark in the process.

A lot of people will remember the 1968 Olympics as the “stretcher” Olympics. An athlete carried on a stretcher was a familiar scene at Mexico City, this was due to oxygen shortage at this high altitude.

Another group of people will remember Mexico for the fantastic world record breaking event. When the 100 meters race was run in 10.1 seconds in 1956 after the 10.2 mark was held for 20 years, very few believed in a 10 seconds 100 meters. In Mexico it was run in 9.9 seconds which makes me believe that there is no limit to man’s physical ability.

Then you have the black power advocates who will remember it as the Olympics of “black dignity” as Tommie Smith put it.

As far as I am concerned, black dignity was performed by the black athletes from the lesser nations of the African continent. A lot of us will remember Kipchoge Keino from Kenya, the long distance runner who tried for three gold medals.

He was unplaced in the 10,000 meters (6:34) on the first day of the games. On the second day he ran the qualifying heat for the 5,000 meters, and the day after ran the 5,000 meters final only to come second to Mohammed Gamoudi of Tunisia who beat him in the last 20 yards of the race.

Many people would have given up at that point, but Keino reported on the next morning for the preliminary heats of the 1,500 meters. He won his heat and looked as if he was taking an early morning run. On the next day he ran the 1,500 meters semi-final in which he came in second to Jim Ryun, the favorite to win this event.

He finally surprised everybody in the final when he beat Jim Ryun of Wichita, Kansas, the world record holder, and won the gold medal in the classical race of the Olympics.

Keino, in six days of tough competition, ran 24,500 meters (approximately 15 miles) and the millions around the world will not forget him for a long time.

Another outstanding African athlete was Mamo Whado from Ethiopia. He ran second to Naftali Temko of Kenya in the 10,000 meters race on the opening day of the track events, but beat the latter in the long and tire marathon race of 42,195 meters (approximately 26 miles) on the closing day. These two athletes only ran about 32 miles in one week of competition.

Kipchoge Keino, Mamo Whado, and Naftali Temko, together with the incredible Jesse Owens who won 4 gold medals in the 1936 Berlin Olympics, will not be forgotten by millions around the world and will provide for black dignity, while Tommie Smith, John Carlos and company will soon fade away.

That’s less than one loss every two years. Miami’s 7-0 whitewash last year was one of the seven. Naturally it was in the Orange Bowl, not Cliff Hare.

The Hurricanes have a home stadium complex themselves. Since Charlie Tate took over as head coach in 1966, Miami has been 18-2-1 in the Orange Bowl while barely breaking even (9-8-1) on the road.

There’s just something about the Orange Bowl,” Olivo said. “No matter how many times I play there it awes me. Brings out our best.”

Saturday, Cliff Hare brought out Auburn’s best.

Homecoming Hex Helps Tigers Romp By 31-6

LSU doesn’t lose in Baton Rouge.
Don’t even bother playing Notre Dame in South Bend. Southern Cal is invisible in the Coliseum.

Well let me tell you something, Auburn doesn’t do so bad in Cliff Hare.

Cliff Hare Stadium is where nationally ranked football teams fall into oblivion.

Cliff Hare is where Auburn has gone through 68 games with 60 wins, seven losses and one tie.

Cliff Hare is where the University of Mami, ninth ranked team in the country and a one-point favorite lost a football game 31-6.

“I always thought LSU’s stadium was the nosiest and hardest ballpark to win in, until today,” said Miami quarterback David Olivo after the loss.

Cliff Hare, where beating Auburn is as easy as winning the Indianapolis 500 with a three wheel Edsel.

How much difference does a stadium mean?

“Quite a bit,” Olivo said. “When we finally scored in the third quarter, it was the only time the whole game that the stadium was quiet. It makes you think why ever try?”

“I’d like to play them in the Orange Bowl.”

And the legend of Cliff Hare lives on. Auburn should have ten homecomings a year. They haven’t lost one since 1950 when they were 0-10. The next year Shug Jordan became head coach and he has yet to lose when his men come marching home.

“It’s not easy to beat tradition,” Miami placekicker Jim Huff said.

Jordan has some kind of mysticism about him also. Since he has become mentor of Tiger football, Auburn has compiled a phenomenal 48-7-1 record with non-Southeastern Conference foes.

This is how it all started... Strickland intercepts for first TD
Baby' Canes Give Newcomb 1st Win Over FLA Frosh

By WILLIAM MANN

"I'm anxious to win this one," was what Coach Newcomb said prior to the annual Kiwanis Club's Classic. Beat them he did in a romping way despite the 20-17 score, which indicates a close contest.

The freshman team this year is composed of a great number of different high school alumni from the Miami area, in this game they played like a team that had been together for a long time. The offense rolled up 323 yards total offense, with 200 of that being gained on the ground. Like the varsity, the frosh Canes have a good defense and held opposing Florida to 22 yards gained on the ground.

The Canes first score came in the first quarter. Using the half-back pass they were able to pick up a 31 yard gain putting them on the 5. The following play George Dominguez scored the first points of the game with a 5 yard run up the middle. The point-after was converted by Rich Romer.

Early in the second quarter Kelly Cochrane, field general of the Canes, passed to Gary Mick on Florida's 10. Mick side-stepped the defender and scored. Point-after was no good.

With seconds remaining in the second quarter an unsportsman-like-conduct penalty gave the Canes a first and goal. Cochrane tried the quarterback sneak twice, failing the first time but succeeding on the second attempt. Point-after was converted and Miami led 20-17 going into the locker-room at half-time.

Florida's points came in the first and second quarters, converting a field-goal, and touchdowns on a run and pass. The second half no points were scored by Miami, but they still dominated the game coming up with the big defensive play a number of times to stop Florida.

In the third quarter Florida had a golden chance to pull the game out when they intercepted a pass on Miami's 20. The defense rose to the occasion holding them for 3 plays. On fourth down they tried a field goal but it was short.

The game ended with Miami running the clock out. The win over Florida is Newcomb's first one against them. It proved to be a very satisfying game for both the players and the 19,131 fans who attended.